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In order to obtain a result having any 
real value, it is not enough to grind out 
calculations or to have a machine for 
putting things in order: it is not order 
only, but unexpected order, that has 
value. A machine can take hold of the 
bare fact, but the soul of the fact will 
always escape. 
Jules Henri Poincard 
Science and Method (1909) 
Many areas of research, archaeology only one them, can be 
characterized as amassing great quantities of data on the one hand 
and attempting to reduce it to an understandable set of 
information on the other. For this task, the computer is a natural 
and invaluable tool. In the specific area of archaeology, 
computers are routinely used to synthesize large collections of 
raw data through tabulations and statistics.  Excavations 
frequently report "computer-aided" research. Libraries can offer 
aid in computer-assisted bibliographical searches although there 
is as yet no organized computer-based search tool for archaeology. 
Since computers are a major component of my work, both as an 
end product (systems analysis for developing administrative 
systems) and as a clerical tool (word processing, databases to 
organize projects and even mundane "tickler" files to help keep my 
life in order), and since my archaeological research long ago 
incorporated the help of the computer, it was natural for me to 
expect it to organize the assorted material I was gathering on 
Italian Bronze Age sites. 
At the outset there were certain tasks I knew were required: 
facility for maintaining site detail, including names, information 
on location (general and specific), chronology, material remains, 
references, and museum collections. Freetext as well as specific 
search fields were also requirements. 
Over the last 18 months, I have developed a set of coordinated 
files which enable me to keep track of prehistoric Italian sites 
(over 1100 currently are in the files) as well as generate 
reports, prepare for studies and discover where to look for 
specific ideas. This set of files, referred to as the Databank, is 
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the subject of this paper. 
The pro]ect began with only limited aims - I simply needed to 
list sites which I had already researched. Of course, associated 
with these sites were to be a few pertinent facts - specific 
assemblage type and various bibliographic references.  Fortunately 
I had at my disposal a data management tool, software called 
Focus, which easily allows files to be developed and rebuilt. 
Truthfully, I don't know how many times I have restructured these 
files, but at least a couple of dozen times. It is true, however, 
that the larger the files become, the less often they are 
restructured. 
Although this product. Focus, is an easy tool to learn if you 
are at all comfortable with programming or the idea of computers, 
it can be deceptive. Even as an experienced computer^professional, 
I still find myself with problems. Because it is so 'user- 
friendly', much goes on behind the seemingly simple commands 
invokea, and that is the danger area. This paper, however, is not 
about Focus, or how the databank was developed with a specific 
product. Other software products are available, the merits of 
which are outside the scope of this paper; my aim was not to find 
the best product but to develop my archaeological research. 
To date, there has developed a set of coordinated files each 
itself a set of descriptors appropriate to its own specific 
entity.  The main file, called ITALY, is comprised of descriptors 
concerned primarily with geographical, chronological and cultural 
characteristics; it depends on CATALOG and MUSEUM for details of 
bibliographical references and museum holdings (Figs. 1 and 2). 
Each record in ITALY is a single site; each record in MUSEUM a 
single museum; and each record in CATALOG a separate bibliographic 
reference.  Although designed specifically as a database for 
published site information, I have since added separate files for 
excavation records (Fig. 3).  This last group will doubtless 
enlarge as time allows and need dictates. Since I am not 
addressing the recording of excavation material, the discussion 
will center on the first three files. 
Before turning to these files specifically, it may be valuable 
to consider briefly sane general thoughts on systems euialysis. 
The needs of operating systems (in this environment, excavation 
record-keeping) are quite different from those of decision-making 
or interpretive systems, which are developed to provide a 
foundation for a holistic comprehension rather than to provide 
daily logs, reports and quantitative data pertinent to the 
excavation process.  The design of these two system types requires 
entirely different approaches, although one must complement, 
indeed draw from the other.  One could argue that the differences 
are no more than the differences between data and information 
where data is quantitative, derived from measurement or 
observation, while information is derived from data combined to 
give useful knowledge. When raw data in ein operating system is 
selected and analyzed, the results are candidates for the 
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interpretive  system.   (This  information  system,  clearly,   can only 
be  as  useful   as   the  raw  data  is  sound  and complete  and  the 
analyses   trustworthy.)   The  diffences   between  data  and  information 
are fundamental   to  the  design of   computer-based  systems  for 
archaeology   (as   indeed  for   any other   area of   research)   and must  be 
kept  in mind  as   systems  are designed,   developed and  used. 
Furthermore,   information systems   in general   are  best designed  as   a 
function  not  only of   use  but   user   and context.   For   this  reason, 
the  developing  information system  discussed  below  is  driven  by my 
own interests. 
Figures   1 and  2 present  the  files  or   databases   from  both 
physical  and logical  views.  Physical  views  are simply a 
representation of   the   actual,  physical   set  of   files.   Logical   views 
present  conceptually how  the  records  may be  viewed.   For   example, 
it is possible  to consider   data available  by  site   (or   record  in 
ITALY)   which   includes   bibliographic  references  as  well   as  museums 
holding the material.     On the other   hand,   it  is  possible  to 
consider   a museum  by  the  sites   represented  in  its  holdings   (Fig.   7 
for   the  former.   Fig.   4b  for   the  latter). 
The  two most  important  needs,  often  antithetical,   are  for   free- 
form  text  and easy search  arguments.  Much  data can  be   reduced  to 
straightforward  ideas  which can  be  retained  in code or   table- 
driven form.   This  use  reduces  space   requirements   in a  file  and 
provides   a set  of   specific choices   for   recording.   For   example, 
regardless  of  whether   a site  is  described  as   a hut-bottom  or   a 
capanna or   a settlement,   it  is  clearly not   a  burial.   Space   can  be 
reduced  through  the   use of   a table which  indicates  habitation  as 
opposed to burial;   more  significantly,   all   habitation  sites   can  be 
easily retrieved  through  the  search  for   a single  variable.   Table- 
driven fields,   then,   reduce  space  requirements,  enforce  a more 
consistent  approach  to record-keeping,   and  provide  ease of   search. 
It is  important,   however,   not  to lose  the  distinction  between  hut- 
bottom  and  settlement.   Too rigid  an  adherence  to codes   alone  does 
not  allow  differences   to be  expressed.     Eventually a  balance  must 
be  struck  between classifiable  information  and  free  text  - 
encoding  rules  should  be  as   infrequent   as  possible,   since   the 
existence of   a  set  of   choices  limits   the  description,   and  even  the 
interpretation of   the   information.   Free   text,  on  the  other   hand, 
clearly limits  quick retrieval:   although   it  can  be  searched  for 
specific patterns,   increases   in  time and  dollar   investments  must 
be  expected.   And even  then  it may not   always   be  possible  to find 
the  desired concept   (particularly  if  no  thought  had  been  given  to 
it aheaa of   time).   How many people  call   a  cup a  bowl,   spell 
differently,   refer   to  tcmibs   instead of   a necropolis,   habitation 
instead of   settlement,  or   house  instead of   hut  bottom? 
The list,  of   course,  can  go on  ad   infinitum.     What   has 
developed here,   and continues   to develop,   is  a balance   between 
personal   idiom  and more  rigid classification,  where one  can  easily 
retrieve  all   burial   situations   regardless  of   how  the  excavator 
labeled  them,  or   all  occurences  of   assemblages  which may  be  of   a 
certain cultural   type   (as  long as   the   information  has   been 
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recorded).   In  the  context  of  Italian  prehistory,   this means,   for 
example,   a  site  assemblage   termed Laterza,  Cellino,  and even 
Asciano  by different   archaeologists   should  be  retrieved on  a 
search of   any of   those  types. 
Tables   3-5   show  some of   the  encoding  possibilities  employed.   A 
quick glance  will   show  that  they are  simplistic,   intended only to 
provide  a  framework,   since   the  aim  is  not  to  have  the  computer 
force  an  interpretaion  but  allow one. 
The primary categories  of  information currently available in 
ITALY are:   geographical,  chronological,   artifactual,   and 
interpretive.   Supporting  roles  are  played  by  references   and 
museums,   in turn supported  by CATALOG and MUSEUM. 
The  geographical   information  includes   area  and province   as  well 
as  local   names,   and,   if   available,   longitude,   latitude  and 
sealevel.     Associated  freetext  allows   site  peculiarities   to  be 
addressed  and described.   Should  there  be   interest  in specific 
characteristics   (e.g.,   proximity to water,  geological   specifics), 
this could  be   incorporated. 
Chronologically,   the   information  is  currently divided  into five 
main groups:   Neolithic,   Early Bronze Age,   Full Bronze Age,   Late 
Bronze Age   and Iron Age.     Neolithic  and Iron Age  are not  further 
subdivided,  again,   simply because of  my current  interests. 
Although  I   am  specifically  interested  in  the  Bronze Age,   I  have 
not  attempted  a  finer   breakdown  than  the   three  broad periods   since 
this  is  still   a poorly understood area   (Italy  in  the  Bronze Age). 
The  earliest part  of   the  Bronze Age   incorporates   a period when 
Neolithic characteristics   are  still  observed and yet  those  from 
the  later.   Bronze Age   are  clearly developing.   It  is  referred  to 
Eneolithic  by many;   others   call   the  same period Copper  Age  since 
evidence  for   some of   the  earliest metal  working   indicates   a 
possibly "pure"   copper   stage.   There  is  not  yet  general   agreement 
on the  existence of   a pure-copper   horizon over   a long enough 
period of   time  and  a  broad  enough  geographical   area,   I   feel,   to 
justify an  age   called Copper,  My preference   is  to group together 
all  assemblages   which  are outside of   the  pure Neolithic  but  do  not 
belong  to the Full Bronze  Age   into  the  general  period Early Bronze 
Age:   this  includes   those  referred  to  as Eneolithic   (or  Copper  Age) 
as well   as  earliest Bronze Age.     This Early Bronze Age 
esssentially excludes   any Bronze Age  site which  can  be  clearly 
attributed  to either   the  Full Bronze Age  or   the Late Bronze Age. 
There  are  are  still  many gaps   in our   knowledge  of   this  beginning 
age  of  metal   and I   am more  comfortable with  this  loose  arrangement 
until  more  is  known. 
The Late Bronze Age,   in  a similar   fashion,   is   again  used 
broadly;   within  are  found  the  assemblages  which  have   been   termed 
Recent Bronze  Age   as  well   as   those  termed Final Bronze Age.   Once 
again,  neither   interpretation  nor   evidence   is  clear-cut.   It  is 
within this  broad group that we  encounter  Subapennine material, 
which  is  clearly later   than  a pure Apennine  context,   as     well  as 
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Protovillanovan,  whose  chronological   (and cultural)   relationship 
to Subapennine  is  not  well   understood. 
Within each of   the  five  main chronological   periods  currently 
employed,   it  is possible  to assign  a  tentative   relative 
chronological  order,   to describe   the  assemblage  and  to  associate 
freetext. 
Assignments   to chronological  periods   are often  supported  by 
relative  or   absolute dating criteria.   There  are facilities   to 
record these whenever   available  by  specific  type   (e.g..   Carbon 
14,....)   with associated  freetext. 
Artefacts  can be  recorded in detail   in the related excavation 
files,  or   in  the  file ITALY,   in one of   two ways:   described 
completely in free-form   text   in  the   interpretive/descriptive 
section or   in a more  defined  intermediate  fashion,   in free  text 
within a section  assigned  to  its  general   class.   The  excavation 
files  allow  specific detail   to be   recorded  and easily recovered, 
but  for most sites   this  level  of  detail   is  unavailable or 
unwarranted.   The  intermediate way readily answers   a search  for 
general class  but  keeps  down the overhead of   recording details 
that  are  available only skeletally.     The   use  is  determined  by  the 
information available  as  well  as   the   requirements  of   the 
situation. 
Bibliographical   references  which  have   been  studied or   are 
simply  known  are  an  invaluable part  of   any research  effort.   The 
main file,   ITALY,  has   facilities   to  associate  any number  of 
references  with a  record,   that  is  a site.   Because  so many 
references   apply to more  than one  record,   the  full   bibliographic 
information  is only retained once,   in CATALOG,  while  a  key and 
specific page  and  illustration numbers   are  associated with  the 
record.  Again,  however,   limitless  freetext  can  be   associated with 
every reference-site  interface. 
To round off  the  information on any site,   it is useful  to know 
where  any or   all  of   the   recovered material   is  located.   As with 
bibliographic  references,   and even more  so,  one museum may  be 
associated with many site  records.  And  so only  keys   cure  associated 
with a  site,  while museum  name and city reside  in MUSEUM.   The 
interface  between site and museum can  also have  limitless 
freetext. 
The main driving force  is clearly the  site record.  And so the 
file ITALY  is  considered  the main file   (Fig.   1) .     While museums 
would organize   their  holdings  differently,   and libraries   organize 
their  search  requirements   in  another   fashion,   it  is  clear   that 
every situation should  be   approached  from   its  main requirement.   As 
discussed above,   the  design of   this  system  with ITALY as   the  main 
file does  not  exclude  a  view  of   the   total   information  from  either 
the  CATALOG or  MUSEUM perspective.   Fig.   4   illustrates   this 
approach. 
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Since  the main file  is  ITALY,   the  site  record,   supported  by  the 
extensive CATALOG  and MUSEUM,  can  be  quite  bare  bones.   The  only 
space  given  to  a record covers   the  primary names,  geographical 
data,   and  indicates   the   associated  periods.   Only  if   further   detail 
is  required or   available,  whether   chronological,   artefactual, 
interpretive  or   bibliographical,   is  space   used.     It  is  worth 
repeating,  however,   that   only through  successive   redesigns  has   the 
set  of   files   reached  this  level.   It  is  also  important,   I   feel,   to 
understand that   these  files  were  designed  by  a working 
archaeologist,  with  specific requirements   as   well   as   a  solid data 
processing  background. 
Attached  to  these  files   are other  minor   files   that  I   have 
developed and  retain -   they are  really personal   clerical   files   and 
are mentioned only to demonstrate  the  daily value  of   this  project. 
One  file was  built  to maintain map associations   for   a specific 
paper.   Since  close  to  two  hundred  sites   appeared on  the maps,   it 
was   useful   to  have   the   computer   do  the  work.   There  is  also  a very 
small  library file so  that  I   know where  a  reference  I   have  seen  is 
located.   Simple daily tasks  made  easy with a  powerful   tool. 
The  point  of  maps,  however,  brings   up a major   future/beginning 
development.   In  the  planning stage   is  an  additional   facility to 
incorporate  some  form  of   automatic mapping.   Through  this  I   expect 
to generate maps   as   research requires.   This  facility will 
undoubtedly  incorporate  the   use of   extract  files   as  well   as 
available mapping  software -  nowhere  do  I   wish  to develop software 
if   it  exists;   my aim has   been,  and will  continue   to  be,   to 
interpret  archaeological   data. 
Because  these  files  contain as  much  information  as   is  available 
on a  site   (or   rather,   as  I   have  had  time to  input),   in many 
occasions,   a  study may be   hampered  by  the  size  of   the  file or   its 
basic organization.     It  is,  however,   a  relatively easy  task  to 
generate  smaller,   extract  files  from   the  parent  file  and  to 
perform   statistical  or   tabulatory studies   from   these.  Any expanded 
mapping will   first select  sites   based on  specific  criteria  and 
then  generate  a  subset  of   information  to feed  into existing 
mapping  routines.   In  a similar   fashion,   study of   the  excavated 
material   from   the  Molise  used files   built from   the  parent  set  to 
feed  into standard statistical   routines. 
Although  this Databank  remains   to date a  personal   tool,   the 
development  over   the  last year   and a  half  convinces me  that   it,  or 
a similar   version,   could  be  developed  to satisfy the  needs  of   a 
group of   archaeologists.   I  would  like   to briefly discuss   some of 
the  uses   it has   already:   1)   reports,   2)   interactive  use,     3) 
coordination with excavated records,   and  4)   statistical   or 
tabulatory studies   from  either   ITALY or   excavation records. 
Table  2  lists   the   standard programs  that   have  developed. 
Reports   are  routinely generated as   the  files   are maintained,   and 
include  a  basic  site  list  by province   (Fig.   5),   an  alphabetical 
list  by  name ana  known  variations   of   the  name   (Fig,   6),   and  a 
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master list of  sites  and recorded detail   (Fig.   7).  This last 
report  is  shown  here ordered by province  within region.  A 
necessity  in  any set  of   records   is  a  key which  uniquely identifies 
each record.   Since  names may vary,   repeat  or  often  have  lengths 
ranging from  4  to  20+ characters,  a made-up  key was   established. 
No matter   how many sites  can  carry a  similar  or   identical   name, 
each one  can  be   retrieved  by  its  own  key -   there  is,   then,   no 
confusion of   subsidiary or  dependent  information.   The  last 
mentioned  report,   the master,  can  also  be  obtained  for   sites   which 
have  a specific assemblage  or  culture  type  reported.   Fig,   8 
illustrates   examples  of   this  selection for Apennine  assemblages 
and bell-beaker    (or  campaniforme)   ware.   It  is  also possible  to 
generate a  simple site listing   (comparable  to Fig.   5)   for   any 
selection criteria required. 
Standard reports on the support  files  are also routinely 
generated.     Fig.   9  shows museum  listings   by  city as   well   as   by 
museum  name.      (As with  the  site  record,   it  is  good  practice   to 
have  a simple  unique   key associated with each  record  in the  file.) 
An additional,   typical   use of CATALOG  is  shown  in Fig.   10,   which 
presents  a listing of   references   in CATALOG by primary author,   as 
well  as  the  results  of   a search of CATALOG  for   all  occurrences   of 
references   by  a  specific author,  whether   primary or   not. 
It is also possible to use these files  interactively,  that  is, 
while accessing  the  file directly through  a  terminal.   Figure  11 
shows  two programs  which allow this.   The  first searches   the  file 
for   any name containing  a  given word or   spelling.  After   a listing 
of  all records  which statisfy this choice,  it is possible for  the 
initiator of   the  request to call  up a specific record through  the 
second program by supplying the  key.  This feature was  demonstrated 
in May 1981  at  the  conference.  Crossroads of  the Mediterranean, 
sponsored  by  Brown University and held  in Bristol,   R.I.,  where we 
arranged for   telepiione  hook-up to the  computer   in Providence. 
Figure  12  shows  some examples  of   the   basic reports  generated 
from  the  excavation files.   The  name of   the  site  is,  of   course,   a 
part  of   the  file ITALY  and  through  coordination or   cross- 
referencing  is  associated with excavation records.   Figure  13  shows 
seme sample reports:     Figure  13a,  an  accounting of   the  general 
assemblage characteristics  by general  period   (Tables  4 and 5); 
Figure  13b,  a  quick summary of   the  excavated materials  from   seven 
sites  in the Molise Valley.     It is also possible to count  the 
number  of   records  of   a specific  type  of   assemblage   (e.g.. 
Terramare or Apennine)   by  region or  province   if  desired. 
The purpose of  these illustrations   is  to give  an  idea of  the 
possibilities   available.  Many reports  simply support  basic 
research  in this  area,  while a few may reveal   some  interesting 
patterns.  Clearly these  abilities  can only be   useful   if   the 
database exists   and  continues   to grow.   The  larger   these  files 
become,  the more sites,   specific characteristics   and  references 
incorporated,  the greater  the value of   the  project. 
The mote I   use computers,  the more I   am convinced of  the part 
they can  play  in helping us   interpret  the   raw  data of   archaeology, 
to  understand  the  world.     Help   is  the operative  word -   if  we 
cannot  open our   eyes,  we  cannot  understand;   the  computer   is only a 
tool,   an  extension of  man's mind and  useless  without  the mind,   its 
results  demonstrating  the  bare  fact,   not  the  soul. 
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Name 
ITALY 
CATALOG 
MUSEUMS 
Table 1:  Files 
No.  of Segments 
8207 
1923 
86 
No.  Of  Recxjrds 
1126 
1209 
86 
CAT UP D 
SITÜPD 
TITUPD 
MUS UP D 
ABB UP D 
ALP HASS 
Table 2:  Partial List of Programs   (j^   illustrated) 
Update  CATALOG 
Update Sites 
Update  title  in CATALOG 
Update Museum File 
Update Abbreviation File 
MASTER 
PROVSITE* 
SELECT 
ASSELCT* 
SITELIST* 
SITD6PLY* 
SITSRCH* 
ALPHA* 
PERCENT 
PERCE NTl 
PERCE NT2 
SITCNTl 
SITCNT2* 
SITCNT3 
ABBRVRPT 
ALPHAUTH 
CATPRNTA* 
CATPRNTN 
MUSEUMS 
SPSSOUT 
SASBLD 
DATALIST* 
DECPRNT 
FORMPRNT 
HANDLES 
MEASPRNT* 
COUNTS* 
Alphabetical  list  of Sites   by Assemblages 
Reported 
Master  Report By  Site Number 
Master  Report  on Sites   alphabetically 
within Province 
Master  Report  of  Selected Sites 
Report  on Sites   with Selected Assemblage 
Basic Site List 
Interactive  Display of Site Information 
Interactive  Search  for  Site(s) 
Alphabetical List  of Sites   by Names   and 
Variants 
Percent  of Sites   by Type Across Period 
Percent  of Sites   by Area  by Type Across 
Period 
Percent  of  Sites   by Type Across Period  for 
requested Area 
Count  of Sites   in IDB  by Area  by  Period 
Across Type 
Count  of  Sites   by Type Across Period 
Count  of Sites   by Area Across Period 
A10iabetical  list of   abbreviations   used 
Catalog  numbers   by  author   alphabetically 
Catalog Listing Alphabetically by Author 
Catalog Listing  by  catalog  number 
Master  Museum List 
Build extract   file  for  SPSS   routines 
Build extract  file  for  SAS   routines 
Report  of   basic  excavation  record 
Excavation material  -  decorated material 
Excavated material  -   form/shape 
Excavated materials -   handles 
Excavated material  -  measurements 
Excavated material  -  counts 
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Table 3^:   Discussion Framework 
General  Discussion 
Carbon  14  Dating Evidence 
Thermoluminescent Dating  Evidence 
Relative  Dating Evidence 
Materials:   Faunal 
Materials:   Floral 
Materials:   Worked  Bone 
Materials:   Ceramic 
Materials:   Metal 
Materials:   Worked Stone 
Reference Conunents 
Excavation Comments/Notes 
Cross Reference Sites  and/or Assemblages 
Table £:   Chronology  Framework 
Neolithic Evidence 
Early Bronze Age Evidence 
Unspecified Bronze Age Evidence 
Middle  BRonze Age Evidence 
Later  Bronze Age Evidence 
Iron Age Evidence 
Historical Period Evidence 
Table 5:   Main Assemblage Groups 
Burial,   tcanb... 
Habitation,   settlanent,   station... 
Hoard 
Sacred,   religious... 
Other 
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Figure  1: Physical Views   (Information/Interpretive Database) 
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Figure  3: Physical  and Logical Views   (Excavation Record-Keeping) 
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TH ITC 
TIIITO »1-111 
OPUCCBIC 
rOGGIC   TCIPHÏO 255 
BBESCI« 71-77 
BB ESC 1« 73-77 
TBEüTC 73-711 
Plm   COSTHZl 255 
rOGGI   «IkTI î-iS 
làSCOBCIllO 255 
TEBOB* 7» 
IOC   III  e  IT 295-315 
P«{76) 
EBP0 071      BOTE   lECRI 
UJBOOIJ      ISCLIIE   01   TlPtSI 
Ptcns« (68) 
TEHOal«  BOHTE BIDIIOSI 
P1DDS1(72) 
TEüOOm      BCITE   BlDIIBCSl 
B1TT»T0I1E(56) 
TDS009e  PllaCSI, ISCLt Dl 
TUSOIO«  PIlBCSk, ISOll 
^gure4b^Sites by Ml 
•DSEO  FIGCBIII   Dl   BCBl 
IBBOOIO CABEBATA TAGIIACOZZO 
1B1I0016 IA   POBTEIIEZZA tCSTCBETC 
1BG0018 CCILE   BPICBILE S   BERK  I»  PEPllIS 
1BB0023 TORTOBEIO PURACCIC 
tBpa02» TCBICRETO COSTA   DEI  BOKIE 
IBROOJS S   BABIE  CABSOII lAl  DE  TABPI 
ABI10027 BCLCGBANO CP  PICCIOM 
lBPa030 TAIIE  BEHA   »IBPATA »IPOLl 
IBPOOUS rczziiLi CORONA   DE'COPPA 
«BBOa«« BORTEBODOIII IE   SOCCIE 
BAS0003 TIHBARI GIARDINO   S   fPABCESCO 
BAS0011 PIETBAPEPlOSà S   GI07AB1II 
CIB0017 PAESTDB I.   CEPERE 
CABOOie PERTOSA 
EBr!0032 BEDO BORAITOIA 
Enll0033 SATEPA   Dl CIPEKC 
EBR0031I CASHALBO   1 FORHIGIKE 
EBP0035 CASIBALBO   2 FORRIGtPE 
EBII0037 GCRZABO CASIELLO 
EHR0038 BORTAl» CASIEIPÖCTO   BARGCHE 
PBROO«! CASAPCLDO SABBOSETO 
enR00ll2 CASTELIAZIO FOIITAHEII ATC 
E1P0O«3 CASTICHÏ   BAPCHESI   1 FIDIRTA 
EBROO«« COICBEARF   Dl   BEBSAIC BFSAÜZOBf 
EBP0O«5 »n7ERP   1 CAORSC 
LAT000 1 CARTALOPC   BARCELl 
IAT0002 PAIIDOBO 
lATOOO« SSDRGOIA 
1ATOO05 FCSSO comccBio 
IAT0006 BiiALDoar RORTEFIASCORE 
IAT0008 ISCBIA   Dl  CASTBO PORT: S HETBC 
IAT0015 CITITATECCBIA BALPASSO 
1AT0019 PIA«   SOITABC S  SETERA 
LAT0023 S   GICTEIAIE 
1AT002« CASABABI 
IAT0 025 VAlflSCIOlI SER.10RFTA 
IAT0035 AllOFIEBE FORC«  PI   PAIARO 
LAT0036 ALLÜBIEPE fAllt   DEI   CAFPACCIA 
LAT0O37 Alia«lERE POGGir   CFBPICCIO 
LAT0038 ALIDBIEPE POGGIC   IA   POZZA 
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Figure  5; Basic Site List 
SITI   1ISÏ -   IDSCl»! 
02/13/82 
T0S0112 BOITE  IBSEITtSIO 
TDS0113 nciTZ   AKGINTtniO 
TDS01I4 nOITE   tBGENTlBIO 
TOSOnS BOTE  ADGIIITISIO 
TDS011« aOIITZ  «BGEKIIBIO 
TDS0117 RCITZ   âBGEITIBIO 
TDS0118 BOITZ   »BGEIIllBIO 
TOS0119 RCITTE   IBGEIITIEIO 
TOS0120 BOITE  1BGZR1ABI0 
TDS0121 nCITE  tBGZiniBIO 
1050122 lOBBOlO  VI   OBEElEllO 
T0S0123 TOCBCIC  Dl   ZEIIGIIl 
TDS0125 PITIGLIIIC 
TIIS0126 FIIIGIIAIC 
TaS0127 BUCIiaO 
TOS0130 CECIil 
TDS0132 BOITZREBIIO 
TOS0133 CiriLBIO 
TOS013<I GB  DEIIE   GAILZIIZ  01 
TBSOnS CASTEL  S 
TDS0136 BtlCIABO 
TÜS0137 CAEFIGLI 
TDS0138 CAPAIBIO 
IBS0139 CSTLIDOÏ 
TDS01B0 CIRÏABA 
TOSOim BCITEREB 
TBS01II2 S   BICBZI. 
TOS01II3 SAITA  FI 
TOSOI«« SATORIIA 
TÜS010S EAÜEEBA 
T0S0146 SIEIA 
lOSOlin TAI   B'CB 
TDSOUe TEBBOCA 
TOS01II9 BAiCIAlO 
IOS0150 OÏEETELI 
1BB0001 
ABIi0002 
ABI!0003 
IBBOOO« 
ABBOOOS 
ABF0006 
ABB0C07 
ABE0008 
ABB0009 
ABB0010 
ABB0011 
ABB0012 
ABB0013 
ABROOm 
AB80015 
ABBOOie 
ABB0017 
ABBOOIB 
ABE0019 
ABIi0020 
ABB0021 
1810022 
1BB0023 
ABB0021I 
ABB0025 
ABR0026 
ABB0027 
ABB0029 
ABB0030 
ABB 0031 
1BE0032 
A8B0033 
ABB003II 
ABR003S 
ABB0036 
ABB003 7 
ABB0038 
ABB0039 
ABBOOUO 
CAPO  E'OCBO 
TOFRI   Bl  CAIA   PIATTI 
COSTA   DEIIE   OIITE 
FESCfilEBA  III   lASSA 
PIAIO  DEI  FIAICIZ 
rCGGIC  DEIIE   PIABE 
IE   FIAIE   (1) 
IE   FIAIE   (2) 
IE   TIAIE    (3) 
EATTOBIA TEBBABOSSA 
I   RnBElII 
TAGIIC   ABSEDOIIIA 
PIAB  COSIAIZI 
FCGGI   ALATI 
lASCCBCIlO 
BCITE  CAIAILO 
SASSI   lEBI 
BORTIEBI 
SPOBACJC 
SPOBADIC 
SPOBADIC 
SPOBADIC 
SPORADIC 
SPOBADIC 
SPORADIC 
SPORADIC 
SPCBAIIC 
SPORADIC 
SPORADIC 
SPOBADIC 
lECROPCLIS 
«ECBOPOLIS 
IECROP0I.I5 
FOB.   DEP. 
CATA 
GR/SEPOLTOHE 
T0BEA7 
SITE IIST - ABBDEIC 
ASSEBGI 
ASSERGI 
FOCIBO 
FDCIBO 
FOCIRO 
FDCIRO 
FDCIBO 
OfERA 
PATZRNA 
CA8ERATA 
EOCIKO 
ClflTELIA lA TEOITC 
CABPO DEIIE PIAIE 
ICCCC CASIDBIA 
CASni 
lA   FOBTEIIZZZA 
FOCIIO 
CCIIE   BBIGRILZ 
PETBELLA   CAPPADOCIA 
PETBEIIA   CAPPAIOCIA 
com  DEI  TEIEGBAFO 
BAETINSCICOBO 
TOBTCBZTO 
TC8ICRZT0 
S BABIE CABSOII 
PETREllA 
BOIOCRAIO 
FOSSACESIA 
TAIIZ DEIIA TICBATA 
lAGO DI SCABRO 
FCRTE D'ABOBE 
SAI CLZRZITZ A 
FDCIBO 
FDCIBO 
FOCIIC 
TALLZ DELIE TIBRATA 
GRAB SASSC 
CARFII 
CABFLI 
02/13/82 
SE BABDIS 
CR A BALE 
OBTOCCBIC (1) 
GR LA PORTA 
GB BARJTZA 
CR SAB IICOLA 
COILZICBGO 
GB BARBITTZ 
CEILITA 
TAGLIACOZZO 
GB LA CATA 
GB S ABGfLO 
BORTEBELIC BERTOIA 
S B DE ARGELI 
COCCICLI 
TCRTCBETO 
GB CICCIO FEIICI 
S BERR IB PERILIS 
GB COIA I 
GB COLA II 
PE5CARA 
S GICTAIBI 
PIARACCIC 
CCSTA DZL BOITZ 
TAI DZ TABBI 
BIFEBBIIA 
GB PICCICII 
IIPOLI 
CCBCA FELICIA 
CAOSADBII 
ORTOCCBIC (2) 
ORTDCCBIO (3) 
COICA DEL FOCIIO 
BEITERDE DI COITBOC 
CABPC PEFICOLI 
CABPORAIARO (1) 
CABPORALARO (2) 
SEPCLTOBE 
DEPOSIT/SEPOl 
DEPOSIT 
DEPOSIT 
DEPOSIT 
DEPOSIT 
CAPAIRE 
DEPOSIT 
CAFARRA 
SEPOLTDRZ 
SEPOLTDBE 
DEPOSIT 
OPER-AIB 
TILLAGE 
CAFARRA 
ABITATO 
GB/CAPAI 
TOBBA 
DEPOSIT 
DEPOSIT 
TILLAGE 
CAFARRA 
CAPAIRE 
CAPANNl 
CBCTTONE 
DEPOSIT 
DEPOSIT 
TILLAGE 
TILLAGE 
TIIIAGC 
TILLAGE 
DEPOSIT 
SPORADIC 
TILLAGE 
DEPOSIT 
SPORADIC 
OPER-Ain 
TILIAGE 
TILLAGE 
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Figure 6;  Sites Altrfiabetlcally by Name and Variant 
SITES   BT   (1R:   lED  TtBIlllT 
01/011/82 
S  IIZZUO  SI  S>T»1 
s   LEO 
S  LIOmBDO 
s   lOPEIZO  III  CARPO 
S  lOBENZO   SILVITEBBA 
S  LUCII 
S  g   DZ   IIGELI 
S   RtODlltSl   D   aOSTI 
S   »IT   D'XIIGLOBA    1 
5   BIB   D'lBGLOBA   2 
S   FIBCO   IS   LADIS 
S  PABGHEFITI   BEIICE 
S  RlüGHEBITA  DI 
S  RABI*   (lEOCA) 
S   RARIA  AL   BAGBO 
S  BABIA   CISTEILO 
S   HàRIA   DI   tILLIABA 
S   BABIA   I«   SEITA 
S   8ABIF  CABSOLI 
S   BAfllIELlA 
S  «ABTIBO 
S  BABTIBO   IB   BIORE 
S   BADBO 
S   BIOBO  rOBTE 
S   BICHELE  DI 
S  IIBPA 
S  BOTA   CASTELIACIO 
S   OBOBOBO 
S  OBOBIO 
S   PAOLA   CITITATE 
S   fAOLIBO   DI 
S   PAOLO  IB   ALPE 
S   PBOSPERO 
S   BOCCO 
S   SECOBBO   PARHEBSE 
S   SETEBA 
S SETEBO 
S SILTESTBOL 
S   TABABO 
S   TITO   DEI   lOIE 
S  ZECCABIA 
S'ILABIO  D'EBZA 
SALAPABOTA 
OSTZBIOIA 
SCOBBETIA 
BOSCO  n   BALTA 
S  LZOBABOO 
S   LOBEBZO  IB   CABPO 
S  LOBEBZO  SALTATEBBA 
S   LnciA 
TOCCO CASA1BIA 
S BADDALEBA D ROSTI 
TOBSI 
TOBSI 
S BABCO IB LARIS 
S   BAECO  IB  LARIS 
S   BABCO   IB   LABIS 
S  RABGBESITA   BELICE 
S   RAPGflEBITA   DI 
BOABDA 
BODIGLIABA 
BOKAKTA 
aOBABTA-CASTÎLLO   1 
BORABTA-CASTELIO  2 
HOBAFTA,   CASIELLO DI 
BOLA   DI 
•OLPETTA 
BOUBELLO 
BOLIBC   01   CALOOLI 
BOBALTO   DI  CASTRO 
•OBSARPOLC 
80BSEBBAT0 
BOBIAGBA   DI 
BOBTAGBOLA   DI   CAPO  G 
BOBTALCIBO 
ROBTALZ 
BOBTALLERBO 
ROBTALTO 
BOBTAITO  DI  CASTRO 
aOBTAPEBTO   E 
BOBT AT A 
BOBIATA   DELl'ORTO 
BOBT AT A   DI 
flOBTE   ADRABOBE 
80BTE   AHIATA 
BOBTE   ABGEBTABIO 
EABBETO 
CBOARA 
5ASS0   BARCOBI 
PESABO 
CASALGBABDE 
5   R  DE   ABGELI 
BOBDEBO 
S   RAR   D'ABGLOBA   1 
S   BA?   D'ABGLOBA   2 
BBABriA-POSTIGlIOBE 
CHIAHCATA   LA  CIVITA 
BOBTE  GBABATA 
OBSABA 
ERB0129 
ErB0099 
EHP0063 
SIC0031 
HARODOT 
EBB0079 
SICO0S6 
AEB001« 
ERPO027 
BAS0023 
BASOOUS 
PDG0109 
PÜG0119 
PDG0116 
SIC0032 
EBP0182 
SITES ET »ABE ABD VABIABT - B 
01/0«/82 
ROABDA 
ROOICLIABA 
SALERI 
SALERI 
SALEBI 
SALEBI 
BA»I 
BOLfETTA 
ROLEETTA 
HOLFETT« 
GARGABO 
POGGIO IBPIRIALE 
ROBALTO DI CASTRO 
ROBALTO DI CASIBO 
ROBALTO DI CASTRO 
HOBSARPOLO 
BOBTAPrRTO E 
SABTA riOPA 
riLICDDI 
BOBTALCIBO 
BOBTALE 
BOB;ALLEGBO 
CSTIBDOTO BÏBARDEBGA 
R05TALT0 DI CASTRO 
ROBTALTO DI CASTBO 
BOBTALIO DI CASTRO 
80BTAPEBT0 E 
BOBTATA 
ROMTATA   DELL'ORTO 
BCBTATA   DI 
BOBTE   ADBABOBE 
CAVE  DI   CASÎLLA 
BOBTE  ABIATA 
BOBTE  APGEBTABIO 
BOBTE  AFGEBIABIO 
BOBTE   ABGEBTARIO 
BOBTE   ARGEBTABIO 
BOBTE   ABCEBTUBIO 
BOBTE  AXCEBTAEIO 
BOITE   ABGEBTARIO 
ROBTE   ARGEBTARIO 
HOKTE   APGErTARIO 
ROBTE  ARGEBTARIO 
ROUTE   ARGEBTARIO 
BOBTE   ABGEBTARIO 
CABBI 
ROBARTA 
ROKABTA-CASTELIO  1 
80BARTA-CASTELL0  2 
ROBABTA,   CASTELLO  DI 
HOLA   DI 
(1) 
(2) 
POLO  DI 
ROLIBELLO 
BOLIBO  DI  OLDOLI 
LA  CITTA 
FOGGI DI POBTECCHIO 
IREAZZABC 
HOBSERBATO 
BOBTiGNA DI 
HOBTAGBOLA DI CAPO G 
Boca ai S Astiso 
CASTELBÖOTO SJBGOBE 
COLOlBiBA 
ROBTALTO 
TORBE CROGBOLA 
TORRE CROGBOLA 
ROBSERRATO 
SIDOII 
ALSENO 
BEGGIO EBILIA 
ROBTE ARIATA 
CASTELLAZZARA 
ACQUISTRIBI 
CALE DEI 5ABTI 
CAPO D'nORO 
COST» DELLE OLIVE 
EATTORIA TERRAROSSA 
GR DELIA DGAZZI 
lA TBADITA 
LE PIABE (1) 
IE PIABE (2) 
LE PIABE (3) 
PESCHIER« DI BASS» 
PIABO DEL PIABOBE 
SIC0111 
EÜR013« 
SIC016II 
SIC0197 
SIC0192 
SIC0le3 
PtIG0030 
PDGO097 
PD5009B 
PDG0031 
POG0091 
POGDIOe 
LAZ0122 
LAZ0120 
LAZ0I21 
BAR00II7 
SIC001S 
TDS0U3 
SIC00B6 
TDS0073 
ERR0a38 
SIC0011 
TOS0139 
IA70106 
LAZ0055 
LAZ01II6 
SIC001S 
ERP0159 
EEBOII« 
EHR0067 
SIC0019 
TDS0057 
IOS0100 
Tusono 
TDSOIOS 
TCS0112 
IDSOIIU 
TnS0121 
TDSOOSe 
TÖS0059 
IUS011P 
IDS0119 
TOS0120 
TOSOIIS 
IOS0116 
Figure 7; Extended Site Reporta 
ITALI«> BBOKZE *G| SRZS 
IITIDB ( 01/27/82 ) 
LOm SDl llSaOIZ      pun DI 10»I SIITLÎHÎIIT I   1»T0022 1 
PIOI: TITEBBO        LiT: LOIG: 
DISCDSSIOB 
Occgpled contioacnjlT tzcm  Bronze «ae to Blddle Iges. 
Beal stratigraphy fcuDä cnly ic sheltered srots but tcaces 
of prehistoric habitation eferyabere. 
Excavated tj Swedish Institute in Boie since 1956. 
e ki vest ot San Gioveoale (LkZ0a23). 
Ostenbari distinguished thre*^ levels of B,A. occupation in 
the EOutBeri house: tpennine 1, 11,   and II. m the central 
and northern: «pcnniue I, I e II. II (total occooation of 
1.5 u\.   apeonine I develops trends already seen in local 
Zneollthic and includes punteggio withOQt incised lines Î$ borders, as.veil as classic Apennlne lot^fs of parallel 
ines filled mtl either dotting or short lines... ii209:178). 
cf Dotes on ostenburg, Peroni and Tmap on luni. 
 DHIBC CaiTEBIA 
C»»B0ir-1<i: ~ 
J?5io:;.lB^;^i2.*- ""'• '"' ^f""^" '• 
1170  •-  75   (11150 «-  110).   Insl  Ipeanlae I-II. 
St-201I5.   0BHrl9«. 
1125  »-  7C   lUOO  •-  1101.   loni  tpennine  I-III. 
St-11in.   pB<F19;. 
12«5^»- 75   (1550 •-  110).   luni Icennine II. 
ft-13«5.   QBEF19«. 
^5  •-   80   (1050  •-   110).   loni  Ipennlne III. 
St-111«.   0SEF19«. 
825 •-   100 JIOOO •- 115).   loni tpennine IT. 
St-ISJI.  (jBinSI. _ 
EEUTITE: 
Taonetti   (063«):  The 5 sherd: ITmilB BBOBZE ICI SITES 
OsteLberg  aid   cuaained  by  Fu IBllIA-BOH   (  01/27/82  ) 
«hlle   2 are attributed  to II i       /     ^        i 
would   be  ondatable  even  in  B 
•yc III   1   e  B,   III   E,   III  C1 
Cll 
POBTE   C'ICICE IE  CABOTE CIPIRNI      I   E 
MOV^BClCSIl  l«T:   »<t   27  20     lOBG:      1     0   33     SEAL: 
DISCOSSIOB 
FDLI BRCIZt AGE: 
APMBIH! 
IIT C.JIyc_Sherds: Older tia. Boted bv Trebti in 1911: pieces of burned llaestone froi 
lATÊ~BBC«2t~AGI: ~ fro« a lire/fIreplace; Balavolti sole published referenci 
Final stage of Arennine cnlt' CBBCBOICGI  
PBOieTILlABbTA« i»ji, ttOnZI   AGE: 
BEBEDEllO 
 BEFEBFBCES 
BADIIIILI SO " 
POGAZZOIA   DE1ÏH0 FO   »»O""" 00IDA:69 
BABAZZI   S  TÜSA ^^lAlATOlTI IF(«8): 
OESTEIIBEBG OS$CAEABI EP(S2): 
TAGBETTI IB  "^"^"^ PEEIS.EB.BOB    C62)   11:280 
FEBom Î7 iïiiïii 
BOSEC   BI   TARCDIBI* 
BOSZO  CITICO  DI   BOLOCIA 
Figure 8;  Sites  by Selected Culture Représentât ions 
ITklIll   BBOHZC   ICI   STITS 
ZnlLIÀ-BOn   (  01/24/82   ) 
SELECTICI   :   âPlmiItE 
•OlOS»» PORT»  S  ISâl» CtPHmiI (   IBP0006   ) 
PRO»:   BOIOGB« l«I:   «4   29   «5     loue:      1     e     5     SZXltT: 
PII.1TZD  SITES 
«ajor affinitr «Ith »illa  Cafsaiiai   (EBtOOOB)   and 
Toscanella Iiolese   (Enp0025). 
CHCCIIOICGI 
POLI.   BBONZt   ICI: 
IPEIIIIIE 
BtDnitLI 
BEBBABO   BVEJ  t  CITIIH 
BDSEC  CI«ICO  El  BO 
GtU.O  DI c 
PBOV:   BOIOGNJI 
HoDtanari:  passage froi 
FDLL   BBOaZI   AGE: 
IPIBIIIE 
Onlj a   fe« cosparicons 
IT1LI»>   BBOWZE   IGE  SITES 
EnILI«-BOB    (   01/24/82   ) 
SEIECTIOK   :   CaBPtllFOPSE 
TIBkCCIl   BI BBISIGBEIll 
PBOT:   BlTIIIIl 1>T:   «4   13  43     lOIIG:      0   41   45     SEtltT: 
CRBCICICGT 
EIPLT   BBOBZE   >GE: 
IIGOZZ« 
SoBe  caapanlfotae   <bell-beaker)   aaterial. 
POIID« 
BEFEDEIICES 
BtCaiLII 
SCtBllI 
SCiB«RI 
eDItl:73 (I 
PBEIS.E!1.B0II(62) : (I 
PEEIS.ES.BOR    (62)   II:2I<9 T 
BDSECnS 
50PBIBT.   ILl*   MTICniT«   DEll*E!TLI« 
C*ePEGI>E BISBkKTOTl DEPOSIT 
PBOT:   BEGCIC  EBILI lOBG: 
tlSCBSSIOl 
Q698: there is a saall collectioD of Beaker material studi' 
by H. Catarsl of Bologna Oniv. 
CePCIIC1.0GT 
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Figure  9a;  Museums  by City 
BtTEBt 
UUI 
BOBttl 
BODICl 
iOlfml 
• tPlIS 
pisnii 
nituBC 
PISETDH 
PATIRHO 
PESSOIHO 
PEBVGIl 
PIICEIZA 
PIS> 
PITIGIIINO 
POUCOBC 
POIITEClGaillO 
POTEIZl 
liTEIiai 
BEGGIO CILAERU 
«EGGIO EHtll 
«EtZI 
lOBE 
sisso rnüEiPi 
SATDEMI« 
SIERi 
SleiTIDE 
SOEBEIITO 
SIBICDSE 
TitlRTO 
TIBQDim« 
TOBIIO 
TEROII» 
TIÂOtl* 
• OSEOBS  t1 CUT 
02/13/82 
HDSEO  DI   BITEBI 
omvEBsiTA ti niLiao 
• OSEO cmCO DI BllABO 
ROSED» CItlCC DI BODEMA 
lOSEO 01 BOCICA 
SEBIIIIBIO DI BOIFETTA 
•DSEO BAZIOIIALE DI lAPOLI 
CEBIOSA 01 SAB ICBEIZO 
BDSEO DI PALZBBO 
BDSEO DI PABBA 
BOSEO CI PAESTUfl 
AIITIQOABIDB El P 
LA SCOOLA AGIIABI 
BOSEOBS »EPOm 1.1 06/15/81 
ALPUA&ETICAL BI BABE 
PABBA 
PEBDGIA 
BDSEO DI PABBA 
BUSEO DI PEBDSIA 
BDSEO DI POIICCBC 
POLICOBO 
BDSEO DI POBTECAGIAiO 
POITECAGBABO 
BDSEO DI POTEBZA 
POTZIZA 
BDSEO DI lATEIIA 
RATEBNA 
flOSEO DI lEGGIO CILIEBIA 
BEGCIO CALABBIA 
BDSEO DI BEGGIO IBILIA 
BEGGIO IBIIIA 
BDSEO 01 SIBACDSI 
STBACDSE 
TABABTO 
TAIODZBIA 
TORIBO 
BDSEO DI TABABTO 
BDSEO DI TABODIIII 
BDSEO 01 TOBIIO 
BDSEO DI (EBOIA 
TEBOBA 
BDSEO DI TULA GIOLIA 
BOBE 
BDSEO EOLIAXO 
BUSEO FIOBEBTIBC DI PREISTOBIA 
rLOREICE 
aOSEO lAZIOIAlE CI ABCOtA 
ABCOBA 
BDSEO lAZIOBALE CI CBIETI 
CBIETI 
BUSEO BAZIOBALE CI lAPOLI 
BAPLES 
BDSEO BAZIOIIALE DI SIBITIDE 
SmiTIDE 
»7 
33 
8 
20 
6 
«2 
12 
Sb 
76 
7 
2« 
57 
«« 
27 
83 
«3 
« 
2 
9 
10 
Figure 9b: Museums by Name 
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Figure 10a;   Catalog by Author 
CATALOG   ALPHtBCTICAL   (T   ADmO«:   « 
tl/22/Bl 
AIIH«7fl):30B-3S0 
L»B   «ilulvklcnceB  des  a«t«ux« 
113(711:431 
SsrAsuao   ( • 
•orPMAKN 
•r.NOCT.« 64 >: 
The   WArp-Welchfed   tooB 
M4 
studied   lo   the   Ridteey  mnd   Terhnotevy 
iroLLOWnTnj ): 
BOCCINO 
jm T4):»7-80 
Cxploretlon   of   Inleod   Seutheen 
e 
Italy 
251 
311 
HOSTRXt 74 >:43-4n 
Buc cI no 
AT< Kl ): 
Italy   end   the   Aeaeen' 
•OLLCXAT   ET   AL 
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